Introduction
============

Lung cancer has the highest mortality rate of any cancer type worldwide.[@b1-cmar-6-437] While there have been advances in therapeutic options for those with advanced (stage III/IV) non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC), particularly for subgroups of patients who qualify for treatment with newer targeted agents, a significant unmet medical need remains. There have been small gains in NSCLC survival rates; however, the significance of these gains and the benefits to patients with a variety of characteristics are unclear.[@b2-cmar-6-437],[@b3-cmar-6-437]

Previous research identified several elements, including age, sex, comorbidities, and health care resource utilization, which are associated with differential treatment response and/or outcomes in NSCLC.[@b4-cmar-6-437] Prognostic factors are those variables that are associated with a clinical outcome (prognosis) that is independent of a given therapy.[@b5-cmar-6-437],[@b6-cmar-6-437] Prognostic factor information is important for the stratification of patients in clinical trial protocols and for the individualization of a patient care plan.[@b4-cmar-6-437] By contrast, predictive factors provide a probability that a patient will respond more favorably to a particular therapy. Predictive factors are important to consider when selecting patients likely to respond to a particular therapy and when evaluating multiple treatment options that are available for a particular patient.[@b4-cmar-6-437],[@b6-cmar-6-437]

Heterogeneity of treatment effect (HTE) describes the differences in treatment outcomes observed within and outside clinical trials.[@b7-cmar-6-437],[@b8-cmar-6-437] Some patients will benefit more or less than the average patients reported in the clinical trial literature; understanding HTE is necessary to individualize treatment and optimize patient outcomes.[@b9-cmar-6-437] Prognostic and predictive factors influence HTE;[@b5-cmar-6-437],[@b6-cmar-6-437] therefore, identifying these factors and accounting for HTE in the development of new therapies will provide valuable information to evidence-based decision makers, while potentially improving clinical outcomes and health-related quality of life (HRQoL) for patients.

While much of the current research in NSCLC has focused on the identification of genetic prognostic and predictive factors, there is also value in understanding nongenetic factors or patient-related factors that are associated with HTE but are not related to known genetic markers. In the recent past, nongenetic factors have identified subgroups that have later been established as clinical correlates of genetic markers. For example, early studies found that subgroups of patients with NSCLC who were female, Asian, and nonsmokers or former light smokers and had tumors with adenocarcinoma histology were more likely to respond to epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) inhibitors than were patients without these characteristics.[@b10-cmar-6-437] It was later determined that patient subgroups whose tumors had activating EGFR mutations were the most responsive to EGFR inhibitors and that the clinical factors identified to predict response were associated with the target gene mutations in the NSCLC population.[@b10-cmar-6-437] This early characterization of patients helped to predict which patients might benefit more from EGFR inhibitors before the underlying genetic marker was identified.

In general, prognostic factors for all types of advanced-stage cancer include performance status (PS), clinical signs and symptoms (eg, related to anorexia, weight loss, dyspnea, and dysphagia), and biological factors (eg, leukocytosis, lymphocytopenia, and C-reactive protein).[@b11-cmar-6-437] A 2002 literature review identified 169 tumor- or patient-related prognostic factors, and identified those prognostic factors for patients with advanced NSCLC that were essential for decision making (ie, stage of disease, hypercalcemia, superior vena cava obstruction, weight loss, and PS).[@b12-cmar-6-437] New and emerging factors at the time of the 2002 review included items such as HRQoL, marital status, depressed mood, and various molecular biological markers.[@b12-cmar-6-437] Brundage et al noted that individual studies in the review were repeatedly underpowered and narrowly focused and had highly variable results.[@b12-cmar-6-437]

In addition, a 2003 review identified prognostic factors that should be used when selecting stage IV NSCLC patients for systemic chemotherapy.[@b13-cmar-6-437] Prior chemotherapy was consistently identified as an important prognostic factor, and PS at the time of diagnosis was deemed a powerful indicator of survival.[@b13-cmar-6-437] Disease stage is one of the most well-established prognostic factors in NSCLC.[@b12-cmar-6-437],[@b13-cmar-6-437] Pretreatment weight loss was identified as a negative factor for survival, whereas high HRQoL scores, high levels of albumin, low levels of alkaline phosphatase, and expression of neuroendocrine markers were associated with positive outcomes.[@b13-cmar-6-437] Histologic subtype was reported to be an unreliable prognostic factor, and age was deemed a possible indicator as some studies suggest that elderly patients with advanced NSCLC have poorer outcomes.[@b13-cmar-6-437]

The goals of this literature review were to provide updated information to complement past reviews and to focus on the identification of a comprehensive set of nongenetic prognostic and predictive baseline tumor- and patient-related factors that identify subpopulations of advanced-stage NSCLC patients with differential treatment response and outcomes.

Materials and methods
=====================

Search strategy
---------------

Three key databases were used for this search: PubMed, Embase, and Cochrane Library. The database searches were limited to studies published in English between January 2000 and November 2010. Published materials from the 2010 annual meeting of the American Society of Clinical Oncology were also reviewed. Conceptually, the inclusion criteria of the search strategy focused on stage III/IV NSCLC, Phase III or IV clinical trials, observational studies, meta-analyses, and systematic reviews. The search strategy developed for PubMed and adapted for use in the other databases is presented in [Table 1](#t1-cmar-6-437){ref-type="table"}.

Definitions
-----------

In this review, prognostic factors were defined as tumor- or patient-related factors that provided risk information about achieving a specific clinical outcome (progression-free survival \[PFS\], overall survival \[OS\], time to progression \[TTP\], or response rate \[RR\]), independent of treatment.[@b5-cmar-6-437] Predictive factors were defined as factors that identified patients who had a different probability of achieving a specific outcome (ie, PFS, OS, TTP, or RR) only when treated with a specific therapy.[@b5-cmar-6-437] The direction of the association between factors and outcomes was also examined.

Study classification system
---------------------------

A classification system specific to studies that assessed prognostic or predictive factors was developed for this review, in order to differentiate among studies based on the rigor of the methods used to assess prognostic or predictive ability and to analyze the strength of evidence for the factors explored in these studies. Based on the classification system, all studies were assigned a qualitative evidence rating by one author that was verified by a second author. The classification system reflects that higher quality prognostic and predictive studies were those with greater internal validity (eg, data analyzed were from randomized controlled trials versus observational studies), with larger versus smaller sample sizes, and with multivariate versus univariate analyses. The clinical trial sample sizes in the classification categories were selected arbitrarily, based on the sizes of the trials in the identified studies. According to these criteria, studies were rated on a scale of one to five. The highest rating possible for a prognostic study was PROG-1 and the lowest rating was PROG-5. Meta-analyses, systematic reviews, and multiple clinical trials were assigned level one, the highest ranking. Single larger clinical trial studies (n≥200 for a two-arm study; n≥300 for a three-arm study) were assigned level two. Single smaller clinical trial studies (n\<200 for a two-arm study; n\<300 for a three-arm study) were assigned level three. Observational studies were assigned level four. Studies with no regression model or only univariate models were assigned a level five ranking, the lowest quality ranking.

Similarly, the highest possible rating for a predictive study was PRED-1 and the lowest possible rating was PRED-5. Factor validation studies prospectively designed to assess a predictive factor were assigned level one. The presence of a formal statistical interaction test, regardless of the size or number of trials, was assigned level two. Analyses of clinical trial(s) with a multivariate model without a formal test of interaction were assigned level three. Analyses of observational studies with or without a formal test of interaction were assigned level four. Predictive studies with no regression model or only univariate models were assigned a level five ranking, the lowest quality ranking. If a study presented data for both prognostic and predictive factors, the study was rated separately on each scale. Only the highest ranked studies were retained for this review; therefore, those studies assigned level PROG-5 and PRED-5 ratings were excluded.

Results
=======

All evaluated studies were retrospective analyses of randomized controlled trials or observational study data. The literature review identified 1,856 records. After duplicates were removed, there were 1,286 unique journal articles (PubMed 1,030, Embase 243, and Cochrane 13). The American Society of Clinical Oncology search identified 57 records (36 prognostic and 21 predictive factors). Of the 1,343 records that were initially identified and screened, 65 studies focused on prognostic factors or predictive factors and were reviewed and abstracted. Ultimately, only the highest ranked studies were retained; therefore, eleven studies (nine prognostic and two predictive) with the lowest ranking in the study classification system (PROG-5 and PRED-5) were excluded ([Table 2](#t2-cmar-6-437){ref-type="table"}). A total of 54 studies were selected for final inclusion in the literature review; 50 studies focused on prognostic factors (six of which included both prognostic and predictive factors) and four studies focused exclusively on predictive factors ([Figure 1](#f1-cmar-6-437){ref-type="fig"}).

Prognostic factors
------------------

Prognostic factor studies are summarized in [Table 3](#t3-cmar-6-437){ref-type="table"}, and the directionality of evidence for the prognostic factors is presented in [Figure 2](#f2-cmar-6-437){ref-type="fig"}.

PS was one of the most consistently explored factors. Most studies categorized PS with the Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group PS scale as PS 0/1 versus PS 2 (or PS ≥2). The other scale used was the Karnofsky Performance Status (KPS) scale, most often categorized as KPS \<70 versus KPS ≥80. There were 49 studies that evaluated PS as a prognostic factor, with 73% (n=36) reporting a significant association. Eleven (85%) of the 13 PROG-1 studies reported a significant association with outcomes, including tumor response or survival, as did 89% of the nine PROG-2 studies, 82% of the eleven PROG-3 studies, and 50% of the 16 PROG-4 studies. In the 36 studies that reported a significant association between outcomes (tumor response or survival) and PS, a better PS (lower Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group PS score or higher KPS score) was associated with a better outcome.[@b14-cmar-6-437]--[@b49-cmar-6-437]

The majority of the studies that assessed disease stage compared stage IIIB NSCLC with stage IV. There were 38 studies that evaluated disease stage as a prognostic factor, with 55% (n=21) reporting a significant association between disease stage and response or survival. Seven (70%) of the ten PROG-1 studies reported that disease stage is a significant prognostic factor, as did 33% of the nine PROG-2 studies, 29% of the seven PROG-3 studies, and 75% of the 12 PROG-4 studies. In the 21 studies that reported a significant association between disease stage and response or survival, less advanced disease stage was associated with a better outcome in all studies.[@b14-cmar-6-437],[@b15-cmar-6-437],[@b17-cmar-6-437],[@b20-cmar-6-437]--[@b22-cmar-6-437],[@b24-cmar-6-437],[@b26-cmar-6-437],[@b31-cmar-6-437],[@b32-cmar-6-437],[@b35-cmar-6-437],[@b37-cmar-6-437],[@b42-cmar-6-437]--[@b44-cmar-6-437],[@b47-cmar-6-437],[@b48-cmar-6-437],[@b50-cmar-6-437]--[@b53-cmar-6-437]

Sex was a frequently evaluated factor -- there were 45 studies that assessed sex as a prognostic factor, with a total of 17 (38%) studies reporting a significant finding. Six (46%) of the 13 PROG-1 studies reported a significant association between sex and outcomes, as did 56% of the nine PROG-2 studies, 38% of the eight PROG-3 studies, and 20% of the 15 PROG-4 studies. In all cases, female sex was associated with better outcomes.[@b15-cmar-6-437],[@b16-cmar-6-437],[@b19-cmar-6-437],[@b23-cmar-6-437]--[@b25-cmar-6-437],[@b28-cmar-6-437],[@b31-cmar-6-437],[@b32-cmar-6-437],[@b35-cmar-6-437],[@b36-cmar-6-437],[@b38-cmar-6-437],[@b42-cmar-6-437],[@b47-cmar-6-437],[@b51-cmar-6-437],[@b54-cmar-6-437],[@b55-cmar-6-437]

Age was most commonly dichotomized using the cutoff of 65 or 70 years. Thirty-nine of the studies examined the relationship between age and survival, with four (10%) reporting a significant finding. Among the four studies[@b37-cmar-6-437],[@b40-cmar-6-437],[@b42-cmar-6-437],[@b43-cmar-6-437] in which age was a significant prognostic factor, the evidence was inconsistent -- older age appeared to be associated with better outcomes in three of the reviewed studies[@b37-cmar-6-437],[@b40-cmar-6-437],[@b42-cmar-6-437] and associated with a worse outcome in one reviewed study.[@b43-cmar-6-437]

Histology was most frequently dichotomized as adenocarcinoma versus other (nonadenocarcinoma, squamous) or nonsquamous versus squamous. Histology was evaluated in 31 studies and was found to be a significant prognostic factor in five studies (16%). Of these five studies[@b15-cmar-6-437],[@b28-cmar-6-437],[@b46-cmar-6-437],[@b52-cmar-6-437],[@b56-cmar-6-437] that reported a significant association between histology and survival, adenocarcinoma histology appeared to be associated with better outcomes for four of these studies.[@b15-cmar-6-437],[@b46-cmar-6-437],[@b52-cmar-6-437],[@b56-cmar-6-437]

Weight loss was often categorized in the literature by the percentage of body weight lost, although the time frames over which the weight loss occurred were often not well defined. Body mass index (BMI) was also used to classify patients (underweight: BMI \<18.5; normal: 18.5≤ BMI \<25; overweight: 25≤ BMI \<30; obese: BMI ≥30) and to compare different BMI categories. Twenty-one studies assessed weight loss and/or BMI, and eleven studies (52%) reported a significant association with survival (four PROG-1 studies, one PROG-2 study, two PROG-3 studies, and four PROG-4 studies). In these studies reporting a significant association, less weight loss or a normal BMI at baseline was associated with better outcomes in all the studies.[@b19-cmar-6-437],[@b21-cmar-6-437],[@b23-cmar-6-437],[@b31-cmar-6-437],[@b37-cmar-6-437],[@b43-cmar-6-437],[@b48-cmar-6-437],[@b51-cmar-6-437],[@b57-cmar-6-437]--[@b59-cmar-6-437]

Various metastatic features were examined as potential prognostic factors. The presence or extent of metastases was evaluated in 18 studies, and a significant association was identified in 13 (72%) of the total assessed studies.[@b18-cmar-6-437]--[@b20-cmar-6-437],[@b23-cmar-6-437],[@b26-cmar-6-437]--[@b28-cmar-6-437],[@b30-cmar-6-437],[@b42-cmar-6-437],[@b43-cmar-6-437],[@b45-cmar-6-437],[@b51-cmar-6-437],[@b60-cmar-6-437] Seven of the 13 studies assessed the number of metastatic sites,[@b18-cmar-6-437]--[@b20-cmar-6-437],[@b27-cmar-6-437],[@b28-cmar-6-437],[@b42-cmar-6-437],[@b45-cmar-6-437] and six of these studies found a significant association between a larger number of sites and worse OS or TTP.[@b18-cmar-6-437],[@b19-cmar-6-437],[@b27-cmar-6-437],[@b28-cmar-6-437],[@b42-cmar-6-437],[@b45-cmar-6-437] In addition, six studies assessed the presence of liver metastases, five of which found a significant association between the presence of liver metastases and worse OS.[@b18-cmar-6-437]--[@b20-cmar-6-437],[@b30-cmar-6-437],[@b45-cmar-6-437],[@b51-cmar-6-437] Overall, when a significant association was identified, less extensive metastases were associated with better outcomes in all situations.

In the reviewed studies, comorbidity was defined and categorized by dichotomous groupings of the Charlson Comorbidity Index score, number of comorbid conditions, presence or absence of a specific comorbidity, or dichotomous groupings of the Simplified Comorbidity Score. Comorbidity was evaluated in nine studies, and three of these studies (33%) reported a significant association. Of the three studies that reported a significant association, two studies examined the number of comorbid conditions (less than two versus two or more)[@b60-cmar-6-437],[@b61-cmar-6-437] and one study examined comorbidity as Simplified Comorbidity Score (nine or less versus more than nine) and Charlson Comorbidity Index score (less than three versus three or more).[@b53-cmar-6-437] In the three studies that reported comorbidity as a statistically significant prognostic determinant of response, less comorbidity was associated with better outcomes.[@b53-cmar-6-437],[@b60-cmar-6-437],[@b61-cmar-6-437]

Aspects of previous therapy that were examined as potential prognostic factors included type of therapy, response to previous therapy, and interval between first-line and second-line or later therapy. Previous therapy was assessed as a possible prognostic factor in nine studies. Among these studies, eight studies (89%) that assessed the prognostic significance of previous therapy in patients receiving second-line or later therapy reported statistically significant associations between response to previous treatment and outcomes.[@b15-cmar-6-437],[@b17-cmar-6-437],[@b32-cmar-6-437],[@b43-cmar-6-437],[@b47-cmar-6-437],[@b52-cmar-6-437],[@b58-cmar-6-437],[@b62-cmar-6-437] One study assessed previous radiotherapy in a first-line advanced NSCLC treatment population and reported that no previous radiotherapy was significantly associated with better survival and TTP.[@b38-cmar-6-437] In the majority of studies assessing response to previous therapy, responding to prior treatment was associated with better outcomes.

Smoking status was evaluated as a prognostic factor for survival or response in nine of the evaluated studies, with six studies (67%) reporting a significant association. Both PROG-2 studies reported a significant association between smoking status and outcomes, as did four of the six PROG-4 studies. Of the studies that found a significant association, less or no smoking was associated with favorable outcomes in all cases.[@b28-cmar-6-437],[@b30-cmar-6-437],[@b43-cmar-6-437],[@b44-cmar-6-437],[@b52-cmar-6-437],[@b56-cmar-6-437]

Blood hemoglobin concentration was assessed as a potential prognostic factor in nine studies, and five of these studies (56%) reported a significant association. All five of these studies found that a higher hemoglobin level was associated with better outcomes.[@b21-cmar-6-437],[@b46-cmar-6-437],[@b53-cmar-6-437],[@b55-cmar-6-437],[@b58-cmar-6-437] Laboratory values other than hemoglobin were considered as potential prognostic factors in several studies. Explored laboratory values included albumin, alkaline phosphatase, C-reactive protein, lactate dehydrogenase, interleukin-2, and interleukin-10, and several studies assessed multiple laboratory values. Serum albumin was significantly associated with OS (four studies) or PFS (one study), and lower albumin levels were associated with worse outcomes.[@b20-cmar-6-437],[@b37-cmar-6-437],[@b45-cmar-6-437],[@b46-cmar-6-437],[@b60-cmar-6-437] Lactate dehydrogenase was significantly associated with survival in three studies, with elevated lactate dehydrogenase associated with shorter survival.[@b30-cmar-6-437],[@b50-cmar-6-437],[@b60-cmar-6-437] Serum neuron-specific enolase was significantly associated with survival in three studies.[@b20-cmar-6-437],[@b37-cmar-6-437],[@b53-cmar-6-437] In two studies, the direction of the association was reported, and in these studies, higher neuron-specific enolase levels were associated with worse survival.[@b20-cmar-6-437],[@b53-cmar-6-437]

Pretreatment HRQoL or patient-reported symptoms were evaluated in six studies and were found to be significant in all six (100%) of the studies. In these studies, a variety of assessment tools were used and significant findings were reported for associations between various HRQoL or symptom severity measures and outcomes, including better HRQoL, better physical wellbeing and functioning, and less pain, dysphagia, severe symptoms, and coughing. Of the six studies that reported HRQoL to be a significant prognostic factor, better HRQoL and less symptom burden were associated with better outcomes.[@b25-cmar-6-437]--[@b27-cmar-6-437],[@b49-cmar-6-437],[@b53-cmar-6-437],[@b57-cmar-6-437]

Predictive factors
------------------

The distribution of predictive factor studies presented in [Tables 4](#t4-cmar-6-437){ref-type="table"} and [5](#t5-cmar-6-437){ref-type="table"} summarizes study-specific results for those with significant associations of achieving a specific outcome (ie, PFS, OS, TTP, or RR) when treated with a specific therapy. Overall, ten studies reported information for predictive factors, six studies included both prognostic and predictive factors,[@b28-cmar-6-437],[@b30-cmar-6-437],[@b31-cmar-6-437],[@b41-cmar-6-437],[@b52-cmar-6-437],[@b62-cmar-6-437] and four studies focused exclusively on predictive factors.[@b63-cmar-6-437]--[@b66-cmar-6-437] Of the ten studies that assessed predictive factors, half found no significant results. All four of the exclusively predictive studies were classified as level two (PRED-2),[@b63-cmar-6-437]--[@b66-cmar-6-437] and some of these studies reported on multiple predictive factors, particularly one of the PRED-2 studies.[@b66-cmar-6-437] Overall, two studies reported PS to be a significant predictive factor (borderline significant in Soria et al's study),[@b65-cmar-6-437],[@b66-cmar-6-437] two reported age to be significant,[@b41-cmar-6-437],[@b66-cmar-6-437] one reported disease stage to be significant,[@b66-cmar-6-437] and one reported previous therapy to be significant.[@b62-cmar-6-437] Of the two studies that reported race, one found race to be significant.[@b66-cmar-6-437] One of two studies reported smoking status to be significant,[@b66-cmar-6-437] and one of two studies reported sex to be significant.[@b41-cmar-6-437] Four studies examined histology and two found histology to be significant.[@b63-cmar-6-437],[@b66-cmar-6-437]

Discussion
==========

This comprehensive review of the published literature was conducted to assess nongenetic prognostic and predictive factors related to heterogeneity of response and outcomes in patients with advanced NSCLC in order to identify subpopulations that experience differential outcomes. This review provides an overview of prognostic and predictive factors assessed over the last decade and complements past literature reviews by providing updated information from studies published since 2000.[@b12-cmar-6-437],[@b67-cmar-6-437] Both patient- and tumor-related factors that were significantly associated with response or survival were identified.

Patient-related factors (eg, PS, sex, and age) were the most extensively researched prognostic factors, followed by disease stage and histology (both tumor-related variables). Moderately researched prognostic factors were weight-related variables and number or site of metastases, and the least studied nongenetic prognostic factors were comorbidities, previous therapy, smoking status, hemoglobin level, and HRQoL/symptom severity. The prognostic factors with the most consistently demonstrated associations with outcomes were PS, number or site of metastases, previous therapy, smoking status, and HRQoL.

This review demonstrated that better PS (lower Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group PS score or higher KPS score) was prognostic for better outcomes (tumor response or survival) in 73% of studies evaluating PS, adding to the extensive evidence that supports the prognostic importance of PS across multiple studies, patient populations, and treatments. Clinicians have long regarded PS as a reliable measure of functional independence, and it is a strong prognostic determinant of survival and of the incidence and severity of adverse events, with the majority of Phase III trials stratifying patients according to PS (PS 0/1 versus PS 2).[@b68-cmar-6-437] While this finding is consistent with previous literature,[@b12-cmar-6-437],[@b67-cmar-6-437],[@b69-cmar-6-437] it remains remarkable that PS is such a strong factor given the subjective nature of PS measures, the use of different scales, and considerable intraobserver and interobserver variation. Further research might focus on whether the prognostic ability of PS can be improved by using a composite measure with the addition of other nongenetic prognostic factors and by developing more specific standardized criteria.

Of the studies evaluating the following factors, the majority of these studies found that a larger number of metastatic sites and presence of liver metastases were associated with worse survival or TTP, response to previous therapy was prognostic for better outcomes, less or no smoking was prognostic for better survival or response, and better HRQoL was prognostic for better outcomes. The absolute number of studies supporting metastatic features, previous therapy, smoking status, and HRQoL as prognostic factors was limited. While these prognostic factors consistently demonstrated associations with outcomes, the number of studies with statistically significant associations was low compared to the number of studies evaluating other prognostic factors found in this review. Prognostic values cannot be established by a limited number of studies.

Disease stage is a well-established prognostic factor in NSCLC;[@b12-cmar-6-437] however, only 55% of the studies in this review assessing disease stage found that less advanced disease was prognostic for patient outcomes (tumor response or survival). Among the studies with the most robust designs, 70% reported a statistically significant association of disease stage with outcomes. The studies in this review were limited to advanced NSCLC, that is patients' tumors of stage IIIB and stage IV comprise a relatively narrow range within the continuum of tumor staging.[@b70-cmar-6-437] Nonetheless, patients with advanced NSCLC, which usually includes stages IIIB and IV,[@b71-cmar-6-437] generally constitute the population frequently studied in clinical trials.

In a review by Hirsch et al, significant associations between histology and outcomes were observed, and adenocarcinoma was associated with superior survival in patients with advanced NSCLC.[@b67-cmar-6-437] The review by Hirsch et al identified 32 studies that found a statistically significant association between histology and one or more efficacy endpoints.[@b67-cmar-6-437] However, only five of 31 (16%) prognostic studies identified in the current review found an association between histology and outcomes. In four of the five studies, adenocarcinoma was prognostic for better survival. Two studies included in the current review overlap with studies included in Hirsch et al's review which included studies conducted between 1982 and 2007.

The current review identified only ten studies that evaluated predictive factors, and among these only half reported statistically significant results, with most significant factors occurring in only one or two studies each. Four of the ten studies examined histology, and two of these found histology to be predictive of achieving a specific outcome (ie, PFS, OS, TTP, or RR) when treated with a specific therapy, which supports recent literature findings.[@b67-cmar-6-437],[@b72-cmar-6-437],[@b73-cmar-6-437] In the 2007 meta-analysis of nine trials, cisplatin-based chemotherapy prolonged survival versus carboplatin for patients with squamous histology.[@b63-cmar-6-437] A 2010 retrospective analysis of a Phase III randomized controlled trial of 1,725 stage IIIB and IV patients who received first-line therapy (cisplatin plus pemetrexed versus cisplatin plus gemcitabine) confirmed that histology was the only predictive factor of superior survival for cisplatin plus pemetrexed versus cisplatin plus gemcitabine in patients with nonsquamous NSCLC and shorter survival for cisplatin plus pemetrexed in patients with squamous cell carcinoma.[@b66-cmar-6-437] Predictive studies for newer targeted therapies, such as EGFR inhibitors and anaplastic lymphoma kinase inhibitors, have focused on selected molecular subgroups of NSCLC and have shown predictive biomarkers for these therapies; however, these studies were not included in this review because the mutations/biomarkers are genetic factors.

One limitation of this review is the heterogeneous nature of the identified studies. The reviewed studies varied in study quality; study populations; statistical analyses; factors included in models and analyses; methods used to define, measure, and classify the factors; laboratory techniques; and treatments received. The classification system reflects that higher ranked prognostic and predictive studies were those with greater internal validity (eg, data analyzed were from randomized controlled trials versus observational studies), with larger versus smaller sample sizes, and with multivariate versus univariate analyses. The reviewed studies were not prospectively designed; they may not be powered to assess statistical significance. Thus, the individual findings of this review should be interpreted in the context of the many factors evaluated. Discrepancies found in the results could reduce the ability to identify the true influence of prognostic and predictive factors. Publication bias may be present because those studies exploring prognostic and predictive factors that did not find significant associations may be less likely to be published. An additional limitation of this review is the time frame captured in this study. Studies published between 2000 and 2010 were reviewed. This could be an important limitation if more recently published studies have found results that are markedly different from those evaluated here.

Conclusion
==========

This review provides an overview of nongenetic prognostic and predictive factors assessed over the last decade and complements past literature reviews by providing updated information from studies published since 2000. This literature review identified several factors, including PS, number or site of metastases, previous therapy, smoking status, and HRQoL, that may account for HTE and outcomes in advanced NSCLC. The findings in this review that are related to the prognostic ability of these factors generally support current clinical decision making. However, treatment implications of the predictive factors were limited because, for the most part, the interaction of a specific treatment with patient factors was examined in a single study, and only half of the reviewed predictive studies failed to demonstrate significant findings. This comprehensive review of the nongenetic patient factors that have been evaluated in advanced NSCLC can be used to complement information on genetic factors to inform the design of future clinical trials by suggesting additional subgroups of patients with differential treatment response and outcomes.
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![Flowchart of advanced non-small-cell lung cancer patient heterogeneity reference review.\
**Note:** PROG-1--5 and PRED-1--5 represent a rating system for prognostic and predictive studies, respectively, where one is high and five is low.\
**Abbreviations:** ASCO, American Society of Clinical Oncology; FDG-PET, fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography; NSCLC, non-small-cell lung cancer.](cmar-6-437Fig1){#f1-cmar-6-437}

![Directional evidence of prognostic factors in advanced non-small-cell lung cancer.\
**Notes:** All associations are statistically significant, as specified in each study. ^a^Studies that assessed response in second-line or later treatment populations.\
**Abbreviations:** BMI, body mass index; HRQoL, health-related quality of life.](cmar-6-437Fig2){#f2-cmar-6-437}

###### 

PubMed search strategy[a](#tfn1-cmar-6-437){ref-type="table-fn"} for heterogeneity in advanced non-small-cell lung cancer

  Search number                                Search terms
  -------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Disease terms**                            
  1                                            "Carcinoma, Non-Small-Cell Lung"\[MeSH\] AND ("stage IV"\[Text Word\] OR "stage III/IV"\[Text Word\] OR "metastatic"\[Text Word\] OR "metastasis"\[Text Word\] OR "metastases"\[Text Word\] OR "advanced"\[Text Word\])
  **Study types**                              
  2                                            "Observational"\[Text Word\] OR "Cohort Studies"\[MeSH\] OR "Retrospective Studies"\[MeSH\] OR "Cross-Sectional Studies"\[MeSH\] OR "Clinical Trial, Phase III"\[Publication Type\] OR "Clinical Trial, Phase IV"\[Publication Type\] OR "Controlled Clinical Trial"\[Publication Type\] OR "Randomized Controlled Trial"\[Publication Type\] OR "Meta-Analysis"\[Publication Type\] OR "systematic review"\[Text Word\]
  **Terms related to prognostic/predictive**   
  3                                            "Prognosis"\[MeSH\] OR predict\*\[Text Word\] OR prognos\*\[Text Word\] OR "interaction"\[Text Word\] OR "multivariate"\[Text Word\] OR heterogen\*\[Text Word\] OR mediat\*\[Text Word\] OR moderat\*\[Text Word\]
  **Exclusionary terms**                       
  4                                            "Early Diagnosis"\[MeSH\] OR "Early Detection of Cancer"\[MeSH\] OR "Molecular Epidemiology"\[MeSH\] OR "genotype"\[Title\] OR "gene"\[Title\] OR "genes"\[Title\] OR "molecular"\[Title\] OR "Costs and Cost Analysis"\[MeSH\] OR "Economics"\[MeSH\] OR "economics"\[Subheading\] OR "Cost-Benefit Analysis"\[MeSH\] OR "Cost of Illness"\[MeSH\] OR "Cost Savings"\[MeSH\] OR "Health Care Costs"\[MeSH\] OR "staging"\[Title\] OR ("radiotherapy"\[Text Word\] NOT "chemotherapy"\[Text Word\]) OR "adjuvant"\[Title\] OR "early-stage"\[Title\] OR "neo-adjuvant"\[Title\] OR neoadjuvant"\[Title\] OR detect\*\[Title\] OR "preoperative"\[Title\] OR "pre-operative"\[Title\] OR ("stage I"\[Text Word\] NOT "stage IV"\[Text Word\]) OR prevent\*\[Title\]
  **Combined searches**                        
  5                                            (\#1 AND \#2 AND \#3) NOT \#4
  6                                            "Animals"\[MeSH\] NOT "Humans"\[MeSH\]
  7                                            "Case Reports"\[Publication Type\] OR "Comment"\[Publication Type\] OR "Letter"\[Publication Type\] OR "Editorial"\[Publication Type\]
  8                                            \#5 NOT (\#6 OR \#7)

**Note:**

Search limited to studies published between January 2000 and November 2010.

###### 

Summary of study classification system

  Study rating                                                                  \#   Study types
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Prognostic studies[a](#tfn3-cmar-6-437){ref-type="table-fn"}** **(n=50)**        
  PROG-1                                                                        14   Retrospective analysis with multivariate model of multiple clinical trials, systematic review, or meta-analysis.
  PROG-2                                                                        9    Retrospective analysis with multivariate model of single larger trial (n≥200 for a two-arm study; n≥300 for a three-arm study).
  PROG-3                                                                        11   Retrospective analysis with multivariate model of single smaller trial (n\<200 for a two-arm study; n\<300 for a three-arm study).
  PROG-4                                                                        16   Retrospective analysis with multivariate model of observational study.
  **Predictive studies[b](#tfn4-cmar-6-437){ref-type="table-fn"}** **(n=4)**         
  PRED-1                                                                        0    Factor validation study prospectively designed to assess a predictive factor (as described in Sargent et al[@b5-cmar-6-437]).
  PRED-2                                                                        4    Retrospective analysis of clinical trial(s) with multivariate model plus formal test of interaction (including systematic review or meta-analysis reporting interaction test).
  PRED-3                                                                        0    Retrospective analysis of clinical trial(s) with multivariate model without formal test of interaction.
  PRED-4                                                                        0    Retrospective analysis with multivariate model of observational study, with or without formal test of interaction.

**Notes:** PROG-1--5 and PRED-1--5 represent a rating system for prognostic and predictive studies, respectively, where one is high and five is low.

Fifty studies focused on prognostic factors (six of which focused on both prognostic and predictive factors). Nine PROG-5 studies excluded from final analyses (no regression modeling or only a univariate model).

Four studies focused exclusively on predictive factors. Two PRED-5 studies excluded from final analyses (no regression modeling or only a univariate model).

**Abbreviation:** \#, number of studies.

###### 

Summary of quality classification PROG-1 to PROG-4 studies of prognostic factors in advanced non-small-cell lung cancer

                                          Performance status   Disease stage   Sex   Age   Histology   Weight-related   Metastases   Comorbidity   Previous therapy[a](#tfn7-cmar-6-437){ref-type="table-fn"}   Smoking   Hemoglobin/anemia   HRQoL-related
  --------------------------------------- -------------------- --------------- ----- ----- ----------- ---------------- ------------ ------------- ------------------------------------------------------------ --------- ------------------- ---------------
  **PROG-1 studies**                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  Comella et al[@b14-cmar-6-437]          ●                    ●               ○     ○     --          ○                ○            --            --                                                           --        --                  --
  Di Maio et al[@b15-cmar-6-437]          ●                    ●               ●     ○     ●           --               --           --            ●                                                            --        --                  --
  Di Maio et al[@b16-cmar-6-437]          ●                    ○               ●     --    ○           --               --           --            --                                                           --        --                  --
  Hatzidaki et al[@b17-cmar-6-437]        ●                    ●               ○     ○     ○           --               --           --            ●                                                            --        --                  --
  Hoang et al[@b18-cmar-6-437]            ●                    ○               ○     ○     --          --               ●            --            --                                                           --        --                  --
  Jeremic et al[@b19-cmar-6-437]          ●                    --              ●     ○     --          ●                ●            --            --                                                           --        --                  --
  Lilenbaum et al[@b60-cmar-6-437]        --                   --              --    --    --          --               ●            ●             --                                                           --        --                  --
  Maeda et al[@b20-cmar-6-437]            ●                    ●               ○     ○     ○           ○                ●            --            --                                                           ○         ○                   --
  Mandrekar et al[@b21-cmar-6-437]        ●                    ●               ○     ○     --          ●                --           --            --                                                           --        ●                   --
  Pallis et al[@b22-cmar-6-437]           ●                    ●               ○     ○     ○           --               --           --            --                                                           --        --                  --
  Qi et al[@b57-cmar-6-437]               ○                    --              ○     ○     --          ●                --           --            --                                                           --        ○                   ●
  Shepherd et al[@b54-cmar-6-437]         ○                    ○               ●     ○     --          --               --           --            --                                                           --        --                  --
  Wakelee et al[@b23-cmar-6-437]          ●                    --              ●     ○     ○           ●                ●            --            --                                                           --        --                  --
  Wheatley-Price et al[@b24-cmar-6-437]   ●                    ●               ●     ○     ○           --               --           --            --                                                           --        --                  --
  **PROG-2 studies**                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  Efficace et al[@b25-cmar-6-437]         ●                    ○               ●     ○     ○           --               --           --            --                                                           --        --                  ●
  Eton et al[@b26-cmar-6-437]             ●                    ●               ○     ○     --          ○                ●            --            --                                                           --        --                  ●
  Maione et al[@b27-cmar-6-437]           ●                    ○               ○     ○     ○           --               ●            ○             --                                                           --        --                  ●
  Scagliotti et al[@b28-cmar-6-437]       ●                    ○               ●     --    ●           --               ●            --            --                                                           ●         --                  --
  Sculier et al[@b55-cmar-6-437]          ○                    ○               ●     ○     ○           ○                --           --            --                                                           --        ●                   --
  Sederholm et al[@b29-cmar-6-437]        ●                    ○               ○     ○     --          ○                --           --            --                                                           --        --                  --
  Teramukai et al[@b30-cmar-6-437]        ●                    ○               ○     --    --          ○                ●            --            --                                                           ●         --                  --
  Wakelee et al[@b31-cmar-6-437]          ●                    ●               ●     --    --          ●                ○            --            --                                                           --        --                  --
  Weiss et al[@b32-cmar-6-437]            ●                    ●               ●     ○     ○           --               --           --            ●                                                            --        --                  --
  **PROG-3 studies**                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  Berghmans et al[@b58-cmar-6-437]        ○                    --              ○     ○     ○           ●                --           --            ●                                                            --        ●                   --
  Comella et al[@b33-cmar-6-437]          ●                    ○               --    ○     ○           ○                --           ○             --                                                           --        --                  --
  Georgoulias et al[@b34-cmar-6-437]      ●                    --              ○     ○     ○           --               --           --            --                                                           --        --                  --
  Han et al[@b35-cmar-6-437]              ●                    ●               ●     --    ○           --               --           --            --                                                           --        --                  --
  Helbekkmo et al[@b36-cmar-6-437]        ●                    ○               ●     ○     ○           --               --           --            --                                                           --        --                  --
  Kodani et al[@b37-cmar-6-437]           ●                    ●               ○     ●     ○           ●                --           --            --                                                           --        --                  --
  Kosmidis et al[@b38-cmar-6-437]         ●                    ○               ●     --    --          --               --           --            ●                                                            --        --                  --
  Moscetti et al[@b39-cmar-6-437]         ●                    --              --    ○     --          --               ○            ○             --                                                           --        --                  --
  Ngeow et al[@b40-cmar-6-437]            ●                    --              --    ●     --          --               --           ○             --                                                           --        --                  --
  Orditura et al[@b74-cmar-6-437]         ○                    ○               ○     ○     ○           --               --           --            --                                                           --        --                  --
  Sculier et al[@b41-cmar-6-437]          ●                    ○               ○     ○     ○           ○                ○            --            --                                                           --        --                  --
  **PROG-4 studies**                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  Akechi et al[@b50-cmar-6-437]           ○                    ●               --    --    ○           --               --           --            --                                                           --        ○                   --
  Bischoff et al[@b42-cmar-6-437]         ●                    ●               ●     ●     --          --               ●            --            --                                                           --        --                  --
  Chu et al[@b51-cmar-6-437]              ○                    ●               ●     ○     ○           ●                ●            --            --                                                           --        --                  --
  Girard et al[@b43-cmar-6-437]           ●                    ●               ○     ●     ○           ●                ●            --            ●                                                            ●         --                  --
  Goto et al[@b62-cmar-6-437]             ○                    --              ○     ○     --          --               --           --            ●                                                            --        --                  --
  Itaya et al[@b52-cmar-6-437]            ○                    ●               ○     --    ●           --               --           --            ●                                                            ●         --                  --
  Jacot et al[@b53-cmar-6-437]            ○                    ●               ○     ○     ○           ○                --           ●             --                                                           --        ●                   ●
  Koch et al[@b44-cmar-6-437]             ●                    ●               ○     --    --          --               --           --            --                                                           ●         --                  --
  Kogure et al[@b56-cmar-6-437]           NR                   NR              NR    NR    ●           --               --           --            --                                                           ●         --                  --
  Li et al[@b61-cmar-6-437]               ○                    ○               ○     ○     ○           ○                ○            ●             --                                                           ○         --                  --
  Paralkar et al[@b45-cmar-6-437]         ●                    --              ○     ○     ○           --               ●            --            --                                                           --        ○                   --
  Provencio et al[@b46-cmar-6-437]        ●                    ○               ○     --    ●           --               --           --            --                                                           --        ●                   --
  Scartozzi et al[@b47-cmar-6-437]        ●                    ●               ●     ○     ○           --               --           --            ●                                                            --        --                  --
  Tartari et al[@b59-cmar-6-437]          NR                   --              NR    NR    --          ●                --           --            --                                                           --        --                  --
  Toh et al[@b48-cmar-6-437]              ●                    ●               ○     ○     ○           ●                --           ○             --                                                           ○         --                  --
  Wang et al[@b49-cmar-6-437]             ●                    --              ○     ○     --          --               --           ○             --                                                           --        --                  ●

**Notes:** PROG-1--4 represents a rating system for prognotic studies where one is high and four is low. ○ indicates a variable considered in the analysis. • indicates a variable significant in the analysis. -- indicates a variable not mentioned in the reporting.

Response to previous therapy, type of previous therapy, or interval between lines of therapy in second-line or later line of treatment.

**Abbreviations:** HRQoL, health-related quality of life; NR, model results not reported although factor assessed in the model (conference abstracts).

###### 

Summary of quality classification for studies of predictive factors in advanced non-small-cell lung cancer

                                      Performance status                             Disease stage   Sex   Age   Histology   Race   Previous therapy[a](#tfn10-cmar-6-437){ref-type="table-fn"}   Smoking   Laboratory value variables
  ----------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- --------------- ----- ----- ----------- ------ ------------------------------------------------------------- --------- ----------------------------
  **PRED-2 studies**                                                                                                                                                                                        
  Ardizzoni et al[@b63-cmar-6-437]    --                                             --              --    --    ●           --     --                                                            --        --
  Itaya et al[@b52-cmar-6-437]        --                                             --              --    --    ○           --     --                                                            ○         --
  Obasaju et al[@b64-cmar-6-437]      --                                             --              --    --    --          ○      --                                                            --        --
  Scagliotti et al[@b28-cmar-6-437]   --                                             --              --    --    ○           --     --                                                            --        --
  Soria et al[@b65-cmar-6-437]        ●[b](#tfn11-cmar-6-437){ref-type="table-fn"}   --              --    --    --          --     --                                                            --        ○
  Syrigos et al[@b66-cmar-6-437]      ●                                              ●               --    ●     ●           ●      --                                                            ●         --
  Teramukai et al[@b30-cmar-6-437]    --                                             --              --    --    --          --     --                                                            --        ○
  **PRED-3 studies**                                                                                                                                                                                        
  Sculier et al[@b41-cmar-6-437]      --                                             --              ●     ●     --          --     --                                                            --        --
  Wakelee et al[@b31-cmar-6-437]      --                                             --              ○     --    --          --     --                                                            --        --
  **PRED-4 studies**                                                                                                                                                                                        
  Goto et al[@b62-cmar-6-437]         --                                             --              --    --    --          --     ●                                                             --        --

**Notes:** PRED-2--4 represents a rating system for predictive studies where two is high and four is low. ○ indicates a variable considered in the analysis. • indicates a variable significant in the analysis. -- indicates a variable not mentioned in the reporting.

Response to previous therapy, type of previous therapy, or interval between lines of therapy in second-line or later line of treatment.

Borderline significant interaction.

###### 

Summary of statistically significant predictive factor findings in advanced non-small-cell lung cancer

  Predictive study                            Factor             Conclusion
  ------------------------------------------- ------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Goto et al[@b62-cmar-6-437] (PRED-4)        Previous therapy   Longer time interval between previous therapy and start of DOC was significantly associated with OS. SD/PD versus CR/PR was significantly associated with response to DOC.
  Sculier et al[@b41-cmar-6-437] (PRED-3)     Age                Significant differences not favoring survival with the CIS + CARB + IFOS regimen for women and patients aged ≥60 years.
  Syrigos et al[@b66-cmar-6-437] (PRED-2)     Age                In the nonsquamous subgroup analysis, OS for patients aged ≥65 years superior in the CIS + PTX group compared to CIS + GEM group.
  Syrigos et al[@b66-cmar-6-437] (PRED-2)     Disease stage      In the nonsquamous subgroup analysis, OS for stage IIIB was superior in the CIS + PTX group compared to CIS + GEM group.
  Sculier et al[@b41-cmar-6-437] (PRED-3)     Sex                Significant differences not favoring survival with the CIS + CARB + IFOS regimen for women and patients aged ≥60 years.
  Ardizzoni et al[@b63-cmar-6-437] (PRED-2)   Histology          In the meta-analysis, nonsquamous was predictive of lower odds of tumor response and greater risk of mortality for CARB-containing regimens.
  Syrigos et al[@b66-cmar-6-437] (PRED-2)     Histology          Histology predicted superior survival for CIS + PTX versus CIS + GEM in patients with nonsquamous non-small-cell lung cancer and shorter survival for CIS + PTX in patients with squamous cell carcinoma. The survival advantage for CIS + PTX was maintained across selected patient subgroups within the nonsquamous group.
  Soria et al[@b65-cmar-6-437] (PRED-2)       PS                 Subgroup analysis showed a survival advantage in PS 0--1 patients treated with VIN + CIS versus other treatment regimens.
  Syrigos et al[@b66-cmar-6-437] (PRED-2)     PS                 In the nonsquamous subgroup analysis, OS for PS 0 versus PS 1 was superior in the CIS + PTX group compared with the CIS + GEM group.
  Syrigos et al[@b66-cmar-6-437] (PRED-2)     Race               In the nonsquamous subgroup analysis, OS for white patients was superior in the CIS + PTX group versus the CIS + GEM group.
  Syrigos et al[@b66-cmar-6-437] (PRED-2)     Smoking            In the nonsquamous subgroup analysis, OS for current or former smokers was superior in the CIS + PTX group as compared with the CIS + GEM group.

**Note:** PRED-2--4 represents a rating system for predictive studies where two is high and four is low.

**Abbreviations:** CARB, carboplatin; CIS, cisplatin; CR, complete response; DOC, docetaxel; GEM, gemcitabine; IFOS, ifosfamide; OS, overall survival; PD, progressive disease; PR, partial response; PS, performance status; PTX, pemetrexed; SD, stable disease; VIN, vinorelbine.
